Can upright myocardial perfusion imaging be used alone with a solid-state dedicated cardiac camera?
The novel solid state dedicated cardiac cameras provide fast high resolution cardiac imaging. The D-SPECT camera enables semi-reclining (upright) positioning, increasing comfort and potentially reducing movement during myocardial perfusion imaging. Physicians are generally familiar with supine imaging and the different positioning in upright imaging could potentially cause diagnostic challenges. The aim of this study was to compare the upright and supine imaging for diagnostic ability to assess Physician confidence and determine any artefacts in upright imaging. Fifty-five patients underwent myocardial perfusion imaging on the D-SPECT camera in both upright and supine positions. Where both images showed the same defects the 2 techniques were regarded as equally diagnostic. Where only one set showed a defect this was regarded as artefact and was defined as non-diagnostic. The location and cause of the artefact was recorded. In 13 /55 patients either form of imaging was regarded as equally diagnostic. In 24/55 the supine images revealed artefact affecting interpretation. The reasons for this were most frequently large BMI, motion and gut uptake. In 18/55 upright images were considered non-diagnostic. In 16/18 this was due to an infero-apical defect seen in female patients (14/16) with raised BMI and/or large breasts. Upright myocardial perfusion imaging on D-SPECT shows a common artefact (in up to 1/3 of cases) in the infero-apical region mainly in overweight female patients. Getting acquainted with this artefact this may increase Physician confidence in reporting, similarly as to conventional supine imaging. Indeed, some of the artefacts seen on supine imaging appear less commonly with upright imaging. Thus, upright imaging can potentially be used alone for diagnosis with D-SPECT. Performance of both supine and upright imaging can be reserved for overweight patients thereby minimizing impact on scanning time and clinical throughput in busy departments.